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Introductory description
Modern logical philosophy still undertakes traditional philosophical issues and one of
such is a question of the existence of an absolute being. The concept of absoluteness
is understood according to the given ontological (or metaphysical) background and is
conceived in philosophical (not theological) way. In different approaches the absolute
is identified as the first mover, the first cause, the sufficient reason, the most perfect
being. Any chosen way of defining an absolute gives frames for a construction of
different arguments for the existence of such a being. Modern way of formulating
them uses contemporary philosophical logic. We are going to present this modern
way of philosophizing. In frame of the seminar we describe the very idea of
formalizing and we show its application to three arguments: the argument for the
existence of the first mover (Thomas Aquinas), the second – for the existence of a
sufficient reason (Leibniz) and the third – for the existence of the most perfect being
(Anselm, Descartes, Gödel). The main aim of the seminar is to show possibilities of
using scientific formal methods to consider classical questions put in philosophy.

Course content
 Concepts of a formal system and a deductive theory
 Example of logic (later used as a formal background) – classical first order predicate
logic with identity
 Two concepts of formalization (translation and phenomenological one)
 Translation problems – examples of different ways of formalizing the problem “ab
alio”

 Theory of the fist mover. The argument of Thomas Aquinas in Salamucha’s
formalization
 Theory of sufficient reason. Leibnizan proof in version of Nieznański
 Theory of the most perfect being. Anselmian argument in Gödel’s formalism
(classical version)
 Pragmatic problems in formalization

Requirements of credits – Assessment criteria
-

attending classes (max absence: 3 hours),

-

taking part in a discussion,

-

preparing the text on a chosen topic (6– 8 pages). Text should be presented to the
teacher. It will be evaluated (evaluation: 2 – 5).
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